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ABOUT
AUDITOPIA

Online Community

Knowledge Bank

Learning Platform

An online community for
internal auditors to
collaborate and add
value to our
organizations.

A knowledge bank of
resources and tools
where we can
contribute and
comment.

A learning platform
to tap into our
collective knowledge
in live events and
self-paced courses.

NOT YOUR TYPICAL WEBINAR...
This is a community-based knowledge exchange opportunity and
we want to make this as interactive as possible!

We will use Zoom
chat for questions
and discussion

During discussions,
please raise your
hand and come oﬀ
mute to share your
thoughts

We encourage you
to keep your video
on, to allow for a
more engaging
experience

Please complete
our end of session
survey. Feedback
makes us better!

During discussions, it’s ok to just share only your ﬁrst name or alias and if desired, the industry you are in!

INTRODUCTIONS

WE’RE YOUR HOSTS
TODAY!
Stetson is the President and CEO of Comprehensive
Consulting Group and an an audit executive with
more than two decades of audit, compliance and
risk management experience.

Stetson Marshall, MBA, CFE
President / CEO of
Comprehensive Consulting Group

Stetson’s experience has been leading and
conducting a wide-range of audit types in the
government, non-proﬁt and ﬁnancial services
sectors.
Stetson is also an educator who facilitates
accounting, and business management courses.

WE’RE YOUR HOSTS
TODAY!
Dimple is currently working as a Senior Internal
Auditor for an American Bank. She has 10+ years
of experience in the ﬁeld of audits.

Experienced in Indian and American markets, Dimple
has worked in assurance, tax as well as internal
audits.

Dimple Gulati, CA
Senior Internal Auditor

Besides audits, she aspires to learn more about AI,
Machine Learning and Data Science and its impact on
accounting and audits in future.

Our Session Today
Ice Breaker

Interviewing methods (structured,
unstructured, behavioral, and stress)
How to identify relevant questions during an
interview & How to handle diﬃcult situations
in an interview
Tools / resources on how to document
interview responses

Wrap Up

ICE BREAKER

Ice Breaker

What do we have in common?
We’ll be using the polling feature. Select your answer to these questions. Votes are anonymous!

How much internal audit experience do you have?

< 1 year

1-5 years

> 5 years

What has been your experience with interviewing remotely?

Good

Neutral

Bad

What department you work for?

Finance

Internal
Audit - SOX

Internal Audit Operational

Other

INTERVIEWING METHODS

Group Discussion

Interviewing Methods
Let’s collaborate and discuss how we apply these best practices to real-world experiences...
Structured
Plan
●
●
●

●

Align

Standardized questions in a
planor survey
form ofaudit
a checklist,
Capture
simple
with theand factual
data
organizati
Reduce bias to uniformity of
on's
questions
across the samples
/ auditees
objectives

and be
ﬂexible
●
Stakehold
Improved
time management
Responses
er / Data is easier to
quantify
alignment
Comparison
is easy as
questions
are the same
●

Strengths:
●
●
●

Limitations:
●
●

Lack of ﬂexibility
Lack of detail

Unstructured
●
●

Open ended questions /
conversational in nature
Questions are not
pre-arranged

Strengths:
●
●
●

Increased ﬂexibility
Increased validity
Allows free ﬂow of ideas

●

●
●

Time consuming
Unnecessary information

Based on speciﬁc situations /
past job experiences to
determine future behavior

“Instead of asking a “How would you
behave” question, ask “How did you
behave”

●

●

●

●

Detailed process information is
gathered
Gaps are easily identiﬁed

Limitations:
●
●

Time consuming
Auditees focuses on properly
performing procedures or
adhering to processes

Designed to determine how to
respond to a stressful or
awkward situation

Strengths:

Strengths:
●

Limitations:

Stress

Behavioral

Gives the auditor an idea of
where there may be gaps or
weaknesses in controls
Directs auditor in control
testing procedures

Limitations:
●
●

Process owner may “clam-up”
Relationship is damaged

Polling Question
Select your answer to these questions. Votes are anonymous!

What interview method do you prefer?

Structured

Unstructured

Behavioral

Stress

HOW TO IDENTIFY RELEVANT QUESTIONS DURING
AN INTERVIEW & HANDLE DIFFICULT SITUATIONS
IN AN INTERVIEW

Group Discussion

How to identify relevant questions during an interview & handle diﬃcult situations

Let’s collaborate and discuss how we apply these best practices to real-world
experiences...

Identifying Relevant questions: Once the auditor has decided on the interview method, he/she will need to take
the following into consideration:
●
●
●

Stage and objective of the interview
Who is my interviewee?
Determine the areas of information

Interviewing Challenges: The word audit is scary word and is often associated with interrogation, intrusive
practices, and gotcha moments. These associations often cause auditees to be less than cooperative or “diﬃcult”
during the entire audit process. Skills required to complete “diﬃcult” interviews or deal with “diﬃcult” people
include:
●
●
●

Active listener
Allow time between questions, reponses, and follow-up questions
Show support and attention and track the problem, not the person

Let’s hear from
you! 😊
Raise your hand,
come oﬀ mute and
share
OR
write it in the chat!

TOOLS / RESOURCES ON HOW TO
DOCUMENT INTERVIEW RESPONSES

Group Discussion

Tools / resources on how to document interview responses

Let’s collaborate and discuss how we apply these best practices to real-world
experiences...

Appropriate decision making requires appropriate recording / documentation of data arising from interviews.
We have a few tips listed below:
●
●
●
●

Documentation should capture the responses provided during the interview and include notes about
body language, and other characteristics of responses.
Always have multiple teammates take notes in an interview (more is most deﬁnitely merrier here!)
Notes should be captured manually or electronically. As responses are provided the auditor should ask
if there are sample documents that can be provided.
Avoid assumptions, personal opinions, conclusions in notes although by no means interpretations can
be avoided.

Let’s hear from
you! 😊
Raise your hand,
come oﬀ mute and
share
OR
write it in the chat!

Suggested Additional Resources
Go to Share Resources on
auditopia.com for additional
resources on this topic.
For example:
●

Opening Meeting
Checklist

●

Warehouse
Questionnaire

Share a Resource
Share a resource with the
Auditopia community so we can all
add value to our organizations.
Here is how:
●

Send it to
resources@auditopia.com
or:

●

Use the upload function on
auditopia.com/resources

We’d Like Your Feedback!
Please complete this short
survey:
tinyurl.com/rz86ak9c

Thank you!
See you on Auditopia.
Follow us on social to keep up with our latest news
and please be in touch if you’d like to be a (co-)host for an event:
info@auditopia.com

